When monitoring the dynamics of microscopic systems, disentangling deterministic forces from thermal noise is challenging. Indeed, we show that there is an information-theoretic bound on the rate at which information about the force field can be extracted from a trajectory. We propose a practical method, Stochastic Force Inference, that optimally uses this information to approximate force fields. This technique readily permits the evaluation of out-of-equilibrium currents and entropy production with a limited amount of data.
From nanometer-scale proteins to micron-scale colloidal particles, particles in biological and soft matter systems undergo Brownian dynamics: their deterministic motion due to the forces competes with the random diffusion due to thermal noise from the solvent. In the absence of forces, all trajectories would look alike [1, 2] (Fig 1A) : the key information characterizing the system's dynamics thus lies in its force field. In living or driven out-ofequilibrium systems at the mesoscale, active forces induce dissipative currents whose subtle characterization has been the focus of many recent studies [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In such cases, the knowledge of this force field would permit to measure currents and evaluate entropy production, thus quantifying the irreversibility of their dynamics. However, reconstructing the force field by inspecting microscopy observations of the system's trajectory is a hard problem [8] , for two reasons. First, there needs to be enough information about the force available in the trajectory: short trajectories are dominated by noise (Fig 1A) , and only after a long enough observation time does the effect of the force field become apparent (Fig 1B) . Second, one needs a practical method to extract that information and reconstruct the force field, which is challenging for force fields with a spatial structure (Figs 1C-D), in particular in the presence of measurement noise (Fig 1E) . Here we address these two limitations for steady-state Brownian trajectories. We first use communication-theory tools to quantify the maximal rate at which information about a force field can be inferred from a trajectory. We then propose a practical procedure, Stochastic Force Inference (SFI), to use this information to reconstruct the force field by projecting it onto a finite-dimensional functional space. This method provides a force estimator that is optimal in the Cramèr-Rao sense. Using simple model stochastic processes, we demonstrate that our method permits a quantitative evaluation of phase space forces and currents, circulation, and entropy production with a minimal amount of data.
We focus in this article on stochastic systems governed by the overdamped Langevin equation, where friction dominates over inertia, as is typically the case in subcellular biological systems for instance. We thus consider a system where the phase space coordinates x µ obey the overdamped Langevin dynamics,
where F µ is the force (we absorb the mobility matrix in its definition) and the thermal noise ξ µ is assumed to be a Gaussian white noise related to the diffusion matrix D µν through ξ µ (t)ξ ν (t ) = 2D µν δ(t − t ). We assume that D is space-independent throughout this article, and can be measured through standard techniques not described here [9, 10] . Note that beyond systems in contact with a heat bath, Eq. 1 is a popular model for more general stochastic systems [11, 12] .
We propose to interpret Brownian dynamics (Eq. 1) as a transmission channel, where the force is the encoded signal and thermal fluctuations are the noise. Information can be read out from such a channel at a maximal rate C, called the channel capacity, which relates to the signal-to-noise ratio of the input [13] . This fundamentally limits our ability to infer forces by monitoring the dynamics. To build up intuition, consider the simplest case of a spatially constant force with isotropic diffusion, corresponding to drifted Brownian motion. The capacity is then given by C = F 2 /4D (expressed in natural information units, or nats, per time unit -1 nat = 1/ log 2 bits). The force to infer here corresponds to the persistent velocity, which can be estimated asF µ = ∆x µ /τ , where ∆x is the end-to-end vector along the trajectory of duration τ (Fig 1B) . The relative error on this estimator due to thermal noise is ||F − F|| 2 /F 2 = 2dD/τ F 2 = d/2I, where d is the space dimension. We have identified here I = Cτ , defining it as the information in the trajectory. Persistent motion thus starts to emerge from the noise if the trajectory length τ is longer than d/C, corresponding to the diffusive-to-persistent transition for the meansquare displacement. Equivalently, the force starts to be resolved if I > d, i.e. if more than one bit of information is available for each degree of freedomF µ to infer.
We now give a precise meaning to the notion of capacity for general Brownian systems, where inter-particle interactions and external fields lead to a force that depends on the position x in phase space. We recognize that within communication theory, the dynamics of a Brownian system (Eq. 1) corresponds to an infinite-bandwidth Gaussian channel [13] . The signal transmitted is the force, with signal power equal to its time-averaged amplitude. The corresponding channel's capacity, which we A drifted Brownian motion trajectory with information I = 11.9 bits, allowing to infer a forceF (blue arrow) within 40% of the applied force (black arrow). C. An OrnsteinUhlenbeck trajectory under harmonic confinement. D. Three projections of a single short trajectory of a 6D out-of-equilibrium Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, with anisotropic harmonic confinement and diffusion matrix, and constant torque in one plane. E. The same trajectories as in D, with additional time-uncorrelated measurement noise. F. The inferred force field for the trajectory in C, using SFI with functions h = {1, xµ} (blue arrows), compared to the exact force field (black arrows). Inset: the inferred force components along the trajectory versus the exact force components, with correlation coefficient. G. µνFνα ] on the inferred projection coefficientsFµα and its self-consistent estimate N b /2Î b both converge to N b /2I b , as expected from theory [14] . H. SFI for the trajectory in D allows precise detection of the cycling plane and reconstruction of the force along the trajectory. I. SFI applied to the trajectory in E, with measurement noise. It can still detect forces and cycling accurately. J. Convergence of the angular error for cycle detection with increasing trajectory length, for the process shown in D-E. K. Inferred entropy production rate for this process, with and without measurement noise (we subtracted here the systematic bias 2N b /τ ). The shadowed area indicates the self-consistent confidence interval for the inferred entropy production. The dotted line shows the exact value of the entropy produced; for the noisy process SFI underestimates this value due to blurring of the currents. In plots G,J,K, error bars indicate standard deviation over an ensemble of 32 trajectories, and results from SFI on individual trajectories C-E are marked correspondingly. Parameters and details of the simulations are presented in Supplementary Methods [14] .
refer to as the system's capacity, is thus [14] 
where P (x) is the steady-state probability distribution function of the process, and we use the Einstein convention of summation over repeated indices throughout. This capacity quantifies the rate at which a trajectory becomes distinguishable from force-free Brownian motion [14] . Interestingly, it decomposes into two positive parts, one related to dissipation and the other to spatial structure, as 4C =Ṡ + G. HereṠ is the steadystate entropy production of the process [15] , which readṡ
µν v ν P (x)dx (we set the Boltzmann constant k B = 1 throughout), where v µ = F µ − D µν ∂ ν log P is the phase space velocity, quantifying the presence of irreversible currents in phase space. In the specific case of thermal systems satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation relation,Ṡ corresponds to the rate at which the system dissipates heat into the bath, divided by the temperature. The second term, G = g µ D µν g ν P (x)dx with g µ = ∂ ν log P , reflects the amount of information that the force field injects into the system in order to maintain probability gradients against diffusion, and is positive even at equilibrium.
A trajectory of length τ contains finite information, since the capacity (Eq. 2) is finite. We now show how to use this information in practice and reconstruct the force field through Stochastic Force Inference (SFI). In contrast with the drifted Brownian motion, a spatially variable force field is in principle characterized by an infinite number of degrees of freedom: the force value at each point in space. With a finite trajectory, only a finite number of combinations of degrees of freedom can be estimated. It is therefore natural to approximate the force field as a linear combination of a finite basis of n b known functions b = {b α (x)} α=1..n b . The force can in principle be approximated arbitrarily well by using a large enough set of functions from a complete basis such as a polynomials or Fourier modes. Alternatively, a limited number of functions might suffice if an educated guess for the functional form of the force field can be made. We propose to perform this approximation by projecting the force field onto the space spanned by b α (x) using the steady-state probability distribution function P as a measure. To this aim, we define the projector c α (
where B αβ is an orthonormalization matrix such that c α c β P (x)dx = δ αβ . Our approximation of the force field is then F µ (x) ≈ F µα c α (x) with the projection coeffient
This corresponds to projecting the dynamics onto a finite-dimensional sub-channel of capacity
µν F µα F να < C. Similarly, we can define the projection v µα of the phase space velocity. The corresponding entropy productionṠ b = D −1 µν v µα v να is a lower bound to the total entropy production. Interestingly, for a system obeying Brownian dynamics (Eq. 1) but where only a subset of degrees of freedom can be observed, our framework gives the force averaged over hidden variables, and provides a lower bound on the entropy production [14] .
The projected force field has a finite number of degrees of freedom N b = dn b , one per element in the d×n b tensor F µα , and corresponds to a finite capacity C b . Inferring the approximate force is thus in principle possible with a finite trajectory if the information
However, the force coefficients introduced in Eq. 3 are not directly accessible. Indeed, neither the force nor the probability distribution function P are known, the latter being also required in the definition of the orthonormal projectors c α . Instead, the available data is a discrete time series x(t i ) of phase space positions, at sampling times t i = i∆t. We thus propose to estimate phase space averages by discrete time integrals along the trajectory. The empirical projectors are defined asĉ α =B
Furthermore, the force can be expressed in terms of a local Itô average oḟ x [16] . Combining these two insights yields an operational definition for the estimator of Eq. 3 in terms of a discrete Itô integral [14] ,
Indeed, discretizing Eq. 1 yields (x µ (t i+1 ) − x µ (t i )) = F (x(t i ))∆t + ∆ξ i , where ∆ξ i is independent of x(t i ): in the long trajectory limit, the main contribution comes from the force, while the noise averages to zero. We assume here that the time step ∆t is small compared to the rate of variation of the force; as a practical criterion, the frame rate should be such that C∆t < 1, i.e. the information per frame should be small. Further increasing the sampling frequency does not yield a significant increase in the precision of our method, as it does not unfold more information about the force field [14] . The error on the inferred coefficients can be estimated in practice as
is the empirical estimate of information contained in the trajectory. This formula indicates that again, in order to resolve the force coefficients, the information in the trajectory should exceed the number of degrees of freedom.
The estimator presented in Eq. 4 has minimal variance with respect to noise realizations, i.e. corresponds to a saturated Cramèr-Rao bound given the data [14] : in this sense, SFI makes optimal use of the data. We now proceed to demonstrating the utility of our method using simulated data of simple models. The simplest spatially varying force field is a linear trap, i.e. an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Fig 1C) . We benchmark our method by using a first-order polynomial basis, b = {1, x µ }, which can capture the exact force field. The 2D trajectory displayed on Fig 1C has an information content of I = 33 bits, while this linear channel has N b = 6 degrees of freedom, allowing precise inference of the projected force field (Fig 1F) . Indeed, the squared relative error on the force coefficients is 0.081; this is consistent with the operational estimate of this error, N b /2Î b = 0.13. The force along the trajectory is thus inferred to a good approximation (Fig 1F, inset) . Furthermore, the projected force fieldF µαĉα (x) provides an ansatz that can be extrapolated beyond the trajectory (Fig 1F) , which works equally well as here the functional form of the force field is fully captured by our choice of basis. More quantitatively, we confirm the predicted behavior for the squared relative error by studying an ensemble of trajectories (Fig 1G) .
In the case of out-of-equilibrium Brownian systems, our method also permits the approximation of phase space currents and entropy production. Indeed, the phase space velocity v can be expressed in terms of a local Stratonovich average ofẋ, reflecting the fact that it is odd under time reversal [17] . Our estimator for the projection coefficients of the phase space velocity is thus [14] 
This allows the inference of the entropy production rateŜ
µνvµαvνα . This is a biased estimator of the entropy production, with an error that can be self-consistently controlled asŜ
the entropy production rate in the channel can thus be inferred using a single trajectory provided that several k B 's per degree of freedom have been dissipated.
The simplest structure for phase space currents corresponds to cyclic circulation. The detection of such features in active biological systems has been the focus of a number of recent studies, which employ phase space coarse-graining [3, 5, 7] . This method is however limited to low-dimensional systems, and even then requires large amounts of data: indeed, the capacity per degree of freedom is low, as each grid cell is visited infrequently. In contrast, our method provides a way to detect circulation in any dimension with minimal data. Using the centered linear basis b µ (x) =x µ = x µ − x µ dt τ , we can infer the velocity coefficientsv µν , which have a matrix structure. This matrix readsv µν = C −1/2 µν A νρ , where
τ is the covariance matrix, and the antisymmetric part of A is A {µν} = 1 τ x µ dx ν −x ν dx µ , which is the rate at which the process encircles area in the (µ, ν) plane. This rate, which is also sometimes called probability angular momentum [18, 19] , intuitively quantifies circulation and closely connects to cycling frequencies [4, 20] . Indeed, the eigenvectors of A {µν} define the principal cycling planes. The entropy production rate due to cycling readsŜ
We demonstrate the potency of our cycle-detection method on a challenging dataset: a short trajectory of an out-of-equilibrium Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process in dimension d = 6 (Fig 1D) , which is equivalent to popularly used bead-spring models [3, 6, 20] . Our method identifies the principal circulation plane accurately, together with the force field (Fig 1H) . Quantitatively, we demonstrate that the angular error in the identification of this plane vanishes with increasing trajectory length (Fig 1J) , concomitant with the convergence ofŜ r to the exact value ( Fig 1K) .
A major challenge in the inference of dynamical properties of stochastic systems from real data is timeuncorrelated measurement noise, which dominates time derivatives of the signal. Indeed, in our inference scheme, Eq. 4 is extremely sensitive to such noise. In contrast, the time-reversal antisymmetry of the velocity coefficientŝ v µα makes them robust against measurement noise [14] . Exploiting this symmetry, we obtain an unbiased estimator for the force by using the relation between Itô and Stratonovich integration,F µα =v µα + D µνĝνα wherê g µα = − i ∆t τ ∂ µĉα (x(t i )) is an estimator for the projection of g µ = ∂ µ log P onto the basis. Using this modified force estimator allows precise reconstruction of the force field, circulation and entropy production even in the presence of significant measurement noise (Fig 1E,I-K) .
We have so far considered only the case of linear systems projected onto linear functions. In general, force fields are nonlinear, which can result in a complex spatial structure. We illustrate this in Figs 2A-B for processes with, respectively, non-polynomial forces and a complex attractor [21] . For such processes, SFI with a linear basis captures the covariance and circulation of the data. However, it fails to reproduce finer features (Fig 2C-D) , as evident by inspecting bootstrapped trajectories generated using the inferred force field. A better approximation of the force can be obtained by expanding the projection basis, for instance by including higher-order polynomials {x µ x ν }, {x µ x ν x ρ } . . . (Fig 2 E-H) . A larger fraction of the capacity and entropy production is then captured (Fig 2I-J) , corresponding to finer geometrical details. Expanding the basis results in an increase in the number of parameters to infer, which eventually leads to overfitting. As a self-consistent criterion to avoid this, we propose that one should truncate the basis such that the inferred informationÎ b significantly exceeds the number of degrees of freedom N b .
Systems with many degrees of freedom, such as active Trajectory of an out-of-equilibrium process with harmonic trapping and circulation, and a Gaussian repulsive obstacle in the center. B. Trajectory of the stochastic Lorenz process, a 3D process with a chaotic attractor. C-H. SFI for these two trajectories, respectively with polynomials of order n = 1, 3, 5 and n = 1, 2, 3: inferred force versus exact force (left) and bootstrapped trajectory using the inferred force field (right). I-J. Capacity and entropy production of each process projected on a polynomial basis as a function of its order n, for an asymptotically long trajectory. Parameters and details of the simulations are presented in Supplementary Methods [14] .
interacting particles (Fig 3A) , are challenging to treat. Indeed, with limited data, the criterionÎ b N b precludes even the inference of gross features of the force field. In such cases however, the use of symmetries can make the problem tractable. For instance, treating particles as identical implies that forces are invariant under particle exchange, which greatly reduces the number of parameters to infer. Forces can then be expanded as one-particle terms, pair interactions, and higher orders, 2 ) between particles at distance r. A. Snapshot of a configuration for 25 active particles. The black dots indicate the direction of self-propulsion. We perform SFI on a trajectory of 100 frames, with added measurement noise of 10% of the interparticle distance and 0.4 radian on the orientation of the particles. Background shows the trajectory of one particle, and force on each particle, inferred (blue arrows) and exact (black arrows). We use a basis symmetric under particle exchange, consisting in a combination of harmonic trapping, constant velocity self-propulsion and radial interactions between particles with the form r k e −r/r 0 with k = 0...5 and r0 the mean nearest-neighbour distance between particles. B. Inferred versus exact components of the force on all particles along the trajectory. C. Inferred radial force between interacting particles, compared to the exact force.
by choosing an appropriate basis [14] . With this scheme, a large number of particles actually results in enhanced statistics, allowing accurate inference of the force components (Fig 3A-B) and reconstruction of the interaction potential ( Fig 3C) with a realistic amount of data.
In this article, we have introduced Stochastic Force Inference, a method to reconstruct force fields and measure entropy production using individual Brownian trajectories. Based on the communication theory notion of capacity, we have shown that such trajectories contain a limited amount of information. With finite data, force inference is thus limited by the information available per degree of freedom to infer. SFI optimally uses this information to fit the force field with a linear combination of known functions. We have demonstrated its utility on a variety of model systems and benchmarked its accuracy using data comparable to current experiments. Our method can be readily used to infer forces, currents and interactions in popular active matter systems, such as active Brownian particles [22, 23] and cytoskeletal filaments [4, 7] . Other methods to estimate entropy production in such systems exist, either by coarse-graining trajectories to estimate currents [3, 7] , by measuring cycling frequencies [4, 20] , or very recently by using thermodynamic bounds on fluctuations of macroscopic observables [6] . These methods are however inherently limited to relatively low-dimensional systems, and even then require large amounts of data; SFI, in contrast, performs well in high dimensions with short trajectories, including in the presence of measurement noise.
We have limited our scope here to systems whose dynamics is described by Eq. 1, with a time-independent force field and white-in-time noise with constant diffusion matrix. When the force field varies in time, for instance due to the dynamics of unobserved variables, SFI captures the average projection of the force onto the observed variables [14] , and could be extended to capture its time-dependence. In contrast, spatial variations of the diffusion matrix introduce issues that our framework does not currently address, such as additional probability currents. Finally, force inference is notably complicated by non-Markovian terms in the dynamics, such as colored noise; however, in such cases, our projection approach to estimate phase-space velocities (Eq. 5) remains useful and valid.
Beyond thermal systems, our approach provides a powerful data analysis framework that could be used on a broad class of stochastic systems where inferring effective forces and currents from limited noisy data is of interest. Applications of our work thus range from the analysis of the behavior of cells [24] and animals [25] to parameter fitting in climate models [12] and trend finding in financial data [11] . In this Section, we address the question of quantifying the rate at which information can be read out, or is encoded in a trajectory. We assume that the system follows the overdamped Langevin equatioṅ
Here and in the main text, what we refer to as a "force" is in fact the physical force multiplied by the mobility matrix M , which has the dimension of a mobility. So, in terms of our F , the system is out-of-equilibrium if D −1 F does not derive from a potential. Indeed, a system in equilibrium has a physical force that is derived from a potential, and a mobility matrix which is proportional to the diffusion coefficient: D = M T where T is the temperature. Our approach thus does not distinguish out-of-equilibrium systems due to difference in temperature between components, such as popular bead-spring models, from systems driven by non-reciprocal force fields. Note that we focus in this article on the case of a spatially uniform diffusion matrix (which can be anisotropic). We assume throughout this article that this diffusion matrix is known; it can be inferred from the data through standard techniques, which are not our purpose here.
The complete force field is characterized by an infinite number of degrees of freedom, and thus in principle contains an infinite amount of information (the value of the force components at each location in phase space). It is therefore pertinent to ask if there is a bound to the rate at which this information can be read off from the trajectory. We consider an infinite length trajectory, as it should contain the maximum information about the force field. We argue that indeed there is such a maximal rate, given by the capacity (in nats) Figure 4 : The dynamics of an overdamped system can be seen as a noisy data transmission channel, encoding information about the force field, with a rate bounded by the channel capacity C. Note that our definition of the capacity (Eq. A2) does not include the information loss stemming from the measurement device.
To explain this formula, let us first focus on a one dimensional system. A trajectory which satisfies the dynamics given by Eq. A1 encodes the information about the force field in the form of a continuous time signal F (x(t)) corresponding to the values of the force field at the points x(t) that the trajectory visits. However, what can actually be read out from the trajectory isẋ, i.e. the signal F (x(t)) with noise ξ added to it (Fig. 4) . Thus, we can think of the dynamics Eq. A1 as a noisy channel, with Gaussian white correlated noise, where the information about the force is transmitted in the form of a codeword F (x(t)) which satisfies lim τ →∞ 1/τ τ 0
. In communication theory, such a channel is called an infinite bandwidth Gaussian channel [26] . It has a well defined capacity, i.e. a maximal rate of information transmission: for codewords of length τ that satisfy the so-called "power constraint" 1/τ τ 0 dtF 2 (t) ≤ P, and a white noise with amplitude 2D the capacity is given by P/(4D) nats per second. Information cannot be transmitted through the channel at a faster rate. Stated differently, the capacity quantifies the (exponential) rate with which the maximal number of distinguishable signals grows with the length of time the channel is used for, in particular as τ → ∞. In our case, the capacity is related to the distinguishability of different force fields with the same power constraint. The maximal rate is obtained for a signal which saturates the power constraint, so that the relevant constraint to consider is P = lim τ →∞ 1/τ τ 0
F
2 dt. Thus, our trajectory which has lim τ →∞ 1/τ τ 0
2 dt = dP (x)F 2 cannot produce information about the force field in a faster rate than the capacity as defined in Eq. A2. Note that in contrast to the usual communication theory setting, we do not control the codeword through which the force field is encoded, only the decoding scheme-the code word is determined by the dynamics, the force field being sampled according to the probability density function (pdf) P (x). To go from the capacity for a one dimensional process to that of a d dimensional process we have decomposed the channel into d parallel channels and added up their capacities. Indeed, let us first go into the basis where the noise is diagonal and normalize its amplitude to two, such that all components of the new force D −1/2 µν F ν have the same units. The components of the noise become independent, and the d components in that basis become parallel channels, with signals measured in the same units, whose capacities sum up to Eq. A2.
The Shannon-Hartley formula and infinite bandwidth channels. The infinite-bandwidth capacity of Brownian dynamics, as presented in Eq. A2, corresponds to that of the continuous dynamics. It can also be seen as the ∆t → 0 limit of a discrete signal (i.e. a finite bandwidth signal) such as can be acquired in practice. The capacity of such a discrete Gaussian channel is given by the Shannon-Hartley formula [26] 
where we consider as before power-limited signals, where P∆t/N is the signal-to-noise ratio: P is the signal power (note that it is not the power of the system in the energetic senses, only in the signal theory sense), and N /∆t the noise power. When the bandwidth is taken to infinity, i.e. ∆t → 0, we get
which corresponds to Eq. A2. For a finite but small ∆t the expression for the capacity becomes
The first correction to the continuous-time capacity due to finite rate of sampling is thus of relative order C 0 ∆t/2, i.e. of order of the information per sample: the loss of information when monitoring Brownian dynamics at a finite rate is thus negligible provided that the information per sample remains small. This has an important practical consequence for experimental applications, where there is often a trade-off between acquisition rate and duration of the experiment (for instance due to photobleaching of fluorescent proteins): when the information per sample becomes small, very little can be learned by increasing the acquisition frequency.
Trajectory-based interpretation of the capacity. As mentioned in the main text, the capacity corresponds to the rate at which a trajectory becomes distinguishable from pure Brownian motion in the absence of forces. Indeed, the capacity as in Eq. A2 can also be written as the Kullback-Leibler divergence rate between the probability of phase space trajectories C τ under dynamics with the force F and the probability of the same trajectory for pure Brownian motion:
is the probability of the trajectory C τ of length τ given the force F , and can be expressed through a path integral formula, the discrete version of which being [16] 
for a trajectory C N = (x(0), x(∆t), ..x(N ∆t)), with t i = i∆t, and where we have defined the discrete difference
Appendix B: Series expansion of the force field on a complete basis
In the main text, we focus on the approximation of the force field by a linear combination of a finite number of functions. However, if sufficient information is available, this basis can be expanded hierarchically to obtain an arbitrary level of precision. Here we discuss the algebraic structure of such a systematic expansion of the force field, and its implications on calculated capacity and entropy production.
Phase space decomposition in a complete basis. We consider a family of functions {b 
and
which gives the capacity and the entropy production in the forṁ
Recall that we have also defined G in the main text, constructed out of g µ = ∂ µ log P , and which gives the relation C =Ṡ + G with
It is interesting to note that while g µ (x) is a gradient, its projection g b µ (x) ≡ g µα c α (x) onto any finite basis is not, in general, a gradient. For this reason, it cannot be integrated in a well-defined way, and thus does not permit the evaluation of the probability distribution function P (x). Note also that the projection onto the elements of the basis does not preserve the orthogonality property of v µ and g µ : defining an "exchange term" E n ≡ v n µα g n µα so that
we have in general E n = 0: there is exchange of information between the different channels, which sum up to zero when summing over all channels of a complete basis ∞ n=0 E n = 0. This is a consequence of the phase space
µν F ν (x) (see Sec. D for further details); however, projecting this relation onto an incomplete basis does not preserve this identity between the two expressions for the entropy production:Ṡ
For a basis which resolves most of the information (i.e. the force), most of the entropy production rate would be captured byQ n . In practice, we have found that the exchange terms are small in all our numerical examples. However, in all cases except the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, we find that they are statistically distinct from zero. A concrete example: the polynomial basis. To illustrate our reasoning, let us consider the basis of polynomials in
withx µ = x µ − dP (x)x µ the centered variables, C µν = dP (x)x µxν the covariance matrix, T ρσβ = dP (x)x ρxσxβ , and
Note that the tensor G µνρσ is symmetric under exchange of pairs of indices (µ, ν) ↔ (ρ, σ), and thus can be thought of as a d 2 × d 2 symmetric matrix: in Eq. B7, G −1/2 should be understood as the inverse-square-root of this matrix (square-rooting a positive symmetric matrix is well-defined).
A key property of any basis for our inference scheme is the number of functions δ αα it contains, as it controls the number of degrees of freedom N b = dδ αα (with d the space dimension). For the polynomial basis, let us count this number of degrees of freedom N n at expansion order n. Here the "basis index" α is a list of n spatial indices, α = (µ 1 , ...µ n ), corresponding to the function b α = x µ1 x µ2 ... For large dimensions and finite n it goes as N n ∼ d n+1 /n!. In both of these limits the initial exponential growth thus saturates, resulting in a tractable polynomial growth of the complexity of our method with either increasing d or n; only when both are proportional does the number of functions become exponential. In this Section, we derive the core results of our article: how to perform SFI in practice, and self-consistently estimate the error in the inference.
The force as a trajectory average
To be able to deduce the force from the trajectory one first needs an expression for the force in terms of measurable quantities along the trajectory. We have
where ·| x(t) = x means averaging over realizations of the noise, conditioned on being at position x at time t. We have defined hereẋ + as the right hand derivative, corresponding to Itô calculus (see Appendix A of [27] ). The coefficients of the force field in its decomposition with respect to the phase space projector c α (x) are:
In this last expression, the force projection coefficient F µα is thus expressed as an average quantity along an infinitely long trajectory, which can thus be estimated by computing it on a finite trajectory. Note that, similarly to the force, the phase space velocity can also be defined through an average ofẋ, taken in the Stratonovich sense:
(see Appendix A of [27] ). The phase space velocity in its decomposition with respect to the phase space basis c α (x) are, analogously to the force,:
Projection on the empirical basis
The second difficulty in evaluating Eq.2 of the main text in practice is that the phase space measure P (x) is unknown in practice. As a consequence, the phase space basis, c α (x) is not known either, as it is the orthonormalized basis derived from b using P as the measure. Our approach consists in approximating P (x) by the empirical measurê
corresponding to a time average along the trajectory. We then define the empirical projectorĉ α with respect to this measure, as in the main text:
Note that this idea of projecting onto a trajectory-dependent orthonormal basis is original to the best of our knowledge, and crucial to our method. In the long-trajectory limit, these "empirical projectors"ĉ α (x) converge to the phase-space projectors c α (x); more precisely, we expect thatĉ α (x) = c α (x) + O( τ 0 /τ ), where τ is the length of the trajectory and τ 0 is a relaxation time of the system. In the case of the polynomial basis for instance, the convergence of the basis at order n is related to the convergence of the n-th cumulant of the probability distribution function, as apparent in Eq. B7. We do not seek to make this statement more mathematically precise here.
As an intermediate variable for this calculation, we define the projection coefficients F τ µα of the (exact) force onto these empirical projectors. These coefficients are trajectory dependent; however, obtaining them precisely results in a precise approximation of the force projection onto the space spanned byĉ α . For this reason, we focus here on how the estimatorF µα as defined in Eq. 4 of the main text converges to F τ µα . Recall that our estimator is given bŷ
using the Langevin equation (A1). Since F τ µα is what we wish to infer, we propose to study now the statistics of Z µα =F µα − F τ µα , i.e. its mean and variance.
Statistics of the error in the inference of the projection coefficients
We thus study the first and second moment of the random tensor Z µα , i.e. respectively the systematic bias and the typical error ofF µα as an estimator of F τ µα . To make the norm of these moments meaningful, it is necessary here to go to dimensionless coordinates: indeed, different phase space coordinates can have different dimensions (such as, for instance, a phase space comprising both distances and angles), and thus different coordinates of Z µα cannot be compared or summed. For this reason, we define W µα = D the dimensionless error on the orthonormalization matrix (indeed, the basis functions b α can in principle have a dimension). We have lim τ →∞ ∆ αβ = 0; typically, we'll have more precisely ∆ αβ = O(1/ √ τ ), corresponding to the convergence of trajectory integrals to phase-space integrals in Eq. C9. We then have
We now put an upper bound on the first moment of Z µα , i.e. on the systematic bias. Note that the first term in Eq. C10 has zero average, as it is linear in the noise. In contrast, due to possible correlations between the noise and the random variable ∆ αβ , the second term may not average to zero. Going to dimensionless coordinates, we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to bound the norm of this bias:
We can then use the so-called Itô isometry relation [28] to prove that
which implies that
Since ∆ αβ = O(τ −1/2 ), we thus have W µα = O(1/τ ), which corresponds to a fast convergence of the bias towards zero: the bias is negligible compared to the fluctuating part of inference error, which goes as O(τ −1/2 ). Indeed, let us now compute the second moment of W µα . We have 
where we have defined the remainder
which is, as we show now, subleading in Eq. C15. We now wish to bound the amplitude of the remainder
, we can bound every element of the matrix |B −1/2
is a number and O γδ is the matrix with ones at all places. We get
In the third line we have used the identity M αβ N βα ≤ M 2 αα N 2 ββ ≤ M αα N ββ , based on Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for two semi-definite matrices M αβ and N αβ . In the fourth line we employed the the Itô isometry (Eq. C12). Again, this subleading term originates from the convergence of the empirical projected basis to its long-trajectory limit.
Self-consistent estimate of the error on the projected force
Now that we know the statistical properties of the dimensionless error term W µα , we can write the covariance of the inferred force projection coefficients explicitly:
Now, let us define the information along the trajectory by
In the long time limit, the rate of information I τ b /τ converges to the capacity we had discussed previously. Similarly, we define the empirical estimate of the information along the trajectory,
so that
We can also relate the average of the empirical information to the trajectory information:
at leading order. The estimator Î is thus biased, with bias 1 2 N b . In practice, the "true" force field is not known -inferring it is the goal here. It is therefore important to provide an estimate of the inference error using only the inferred quantities. Eq. C19 allows us to propose such a self-consistent estimate of the error. Indeed, it can be interpreted as the (squared) typical error on the force projection coefficients, its right-hand-side can be estimated using only trajectory-dependent quantities (again, we assume that the diffusion matrix is known). We can also combine these quantities in a single number quantifying the relative inference error, as
Thus 2N b /Î provides a self-consistent estimate of the relative error. Note that in the absence of forces, Î = N b /2, corresponding to an inferred error of 1, which is consistent.
Appendix D: Inference of velocities and entropy production
In this section, we show how our approach allows the inference of entropy production, and phase space currents (or more specifically phase space velocities). We start by some phase-space reminders about the entropy production, then discuss how to infer the entropy produced along a given trajectory.
Phase space entropy production. The steady state entropy production rate is defined via [15] 
where v ν (x) = j ν (x)/P (x) is the phase space velocity, explicitly given by
and j ν is the phase space current. The equality between the two expressions for the entropy production arises from the steady state condition: ∂ µ j µ = 0, implying that g µ = ∂ ν log P (x) is orthogonal to v µ with respect to the phase space measure.
is the entropy production related to the heat produced in the bath. Indeed, if the fluctuation dissipation relation holds, then this term corresponds to the average work performed by the force divided by the temperature. As the system is overdamped, any work performed is dissipated into heat. Note however, that we do not assume that F DT holds, and this term has an interpretation as an entropy production regardless.
Entropy production along a trajectory. One can define the entropy production along the trajectory, or equivalently the dissipated energy divided by temperature corresponding to the work performed by the force, as [15] 
where the integral is to be understood in the Stratonovich sense (which following usual notations we denote as •dx µ t ). This entropy production is often referred to as the entropy produced in the medium, and one can also define what is called the total entropy production along the trajectory (medium+system) [15] 
In the limit τ → ∞, when divided by τ , the two definitions for the entropy production converge to the same limit, equal to the entropy production rate in the system:
. Velocity and entropy production inference. The probability density P (x) is generally not accessible, so that the phase space velocity cannot be directly computed. However, we have already discussed the empirical densityP (x) and we can also define the empirical current (see for example [29] ):
using in the last line that x(t) satisfies the Langevin equation and the relation between Itô and Stratonovich integrals. This motivates the definition for the empirical phase space velocitŷ
and allows to write
Note that in this last equation, the force is the exact force, but the velocity is the empirical one, defined in Eq. D6, so that we obtain the trajectory-wise heat, as in Eq. D3. If we now insert into this relation the projection onto the empirical basis of the force and phase space velocity we get the entropy production corresponding to that basis:
using integration by parts. The estimator for the entropy production related to the basis is
It is important to note that the projected entropy production corresponding to the heat is not positive definite, unless we are able to resolve the entire force. Therefore, it does not give a bound on the entropy produced. Furthermore, recall that as was the case for the projection onto the phase space basis (Sec. B), the projected total entropy and the heat generically differ.
On the other hand, the projection of the total entropy production is positive definite, and therefore does give a lower bound on the entropy production. The expressionv µα D −1 µνvνα may be viewed as an estimator of the projection of the total entropy production ∆S τ b /τ , or the total entropy production rate in the steady stateṠ b = v µα D −1 µν v µα , however some caution is required. Indeed, consider
(note that one velocity is empirical and the other is exact in this equation). then
and we can define the estimatorŜ
This estimator is less controlled than the estimator we have forQ τ b . Indeed, the estimatorv has two sources of error as an estimator of v. Definingṽ
with the empirical pdf rather than the actual one, we havev =ṽ µ + We writeŜ
This is a biased estimator, since
τ . We do not have a formal estimate for the last term, δv µα D −1 µνvνα , but we expect δv µα ∼ O(1/ √ τ ) so that a reasonable estimate seems to be:
Here, for the estimate of the fluctuating part (the error term) we have estimated
, and the contribution in the square root is the dominant term when v τ µα is non-zero, i.e there is signal. We focus on the long time limit, τ → ∞,Ṡ τ →Ṡ so that naturally an estimator of ∆S τ b /τ becomes also an estimator ofṠ b , with deviations which are again of order O(1/ √ τ ). Thus, we may finally estimatê
µν v µα . We emphasize again that the estimates for the error here are rough, and are only intended to capture the order of magnitude.
Appendix E: Incomplete observations and time-dependent forces
In this article, we make strong assumptions on the dynamics of the system we observe: that it obeys a Langevin dynamics for the observed degrees of freedom x, and that the force field in phase space is time-independent. These two assumptions are linked. Indeed, consider the very relevant case of systems which obey a Langevin dynamics, but for which not all degrees of freedom are observable. In that case, the force on the observed degrees of freedom depends on the state of the hidden variables, therefore apparently violating the assumptions of our formalism. It is interesting to note however that this violation is only superficial. Indeed, "hiding" some degrees of freedom of the system is completely equivalent to using a projection basis where these degrees of freedom do not appear explicitly (i.e. functions that are constant with respect to these degrees of freedom). Therefore, provided that the system as a whole obeys a constant-force Langevin equation, SFI will capture the projection of the dynamics onto the observed degrees of freedom, effectively averaging over the hidden ones. As a consequence, our formulas for the projected entropy production and capacity remain valid, and provide lower bounds to total entropy production and capacity of the system.
Appendix F: Optimality of force inference
In this Section, we substantiate our claim in the main text that SFI is optimal, in the sense that is has minimal variance. More precisely, we prove that our estimatorF µα of the projection coefficient of the force field, F τ µα , is efficient: it saturates the Cramèr-Rao bound. The Cramèr-Rao bound states that the variance of any unbiased estimator is bounded by the inverse of the Fisher information. We calculate here the Fisher information matrix for F τ µα , and show that it is equal at leading order to the inverse of the covariance matrix of the estimatorF µα , as previously computed (Eq. C19).
The probability density of a measurement (x(t 1 ), .., x(t N )), at fixed time intervals ∆t = t i+1 − t i up to time t N = τ , can be written in the Itô convention as
with ∆x µ (t i ) = x µ (t i + ∆t) − x µ (t i ). We now use the empirical projector onto the basis,ĉ α , as defined in Eq. C6, to decompose the force in two terms,
µα is the projection of the exact force on the empirical basis. Similarly, we can decomposeẋ into a projection onto the empirical basis and an orthogonal part (where the projection is done in Itô convention),ẋ µ (t) =F µαĉα (x(t)) +ẋ ⊥ µ (t). Here we have recognized that the Itô projection ofẋ onto the empirical basis is our estimatorF µα . This yields the following expression for the probability of a trajectory:
With this expression, we compute the Fisher information matrix I f with respect to the projected exact force, F τ να :
This expression coincides, at leading order, with the inverse of the covariance matrix of the estimatorF µα (Eq. C19),
As the Cramèr-Rao inequality states that C ≥ (I f ) −1 (in the matrix sense, i.e. that C −(I f ) −1 is positive semidefinite), this implies that our estimator has minimal variance, and is thus efficient: it is as accurate as possible given the data.
Strictly speaking, we should not that F τ µα is also a fluctuating quantity, which depends on the trajectory through the empirical projection basisĉ α . Therefore the Fisher information with respect to F τ µα is not well-defined (although that is the quantity that we wish to estimate, for any given trajectory). Furthermore, since F τ µα depends on the trajectory, the empirical projectorsĉ α andẋ are not independent of it. We can however make our argument more rigorous by consideringF µα as an estimator of F µα -the projection coefficients of the force field onto the phase space basis, which are independent of the trajectory considered. Then, we can again use Eq. F2 to compute the Fisher information matrix with respect to F µα . Now only F τ µα and F ⊥ µ depend on F µα . The difference between F µα and F τ µα is O(τ −1/2 ) in the long time limit, and similarly F ⊥ µ has at most an O(τ −1/2 ) part which depends on F µα , corresponding to the convergence of the trajectory projectorĉ α onto the phase-space projector c α . This correction does not change the leading order of Eq. F3, and thus our conclusion holds: at leading order, our estimator for the projection coefficient is optimal, in the sense that it saturates the Cramèr-Rao bound.
Appendix G: Inference in the presence of measurement noise Our inference method relies heavily on computingẋ, i.e. the first time derivative of the signal, and on being able to resolve the difference between Itô and Stratonovich time derivatives for (the white noise part of) the signal. One expects that measurement noise would then swamp the signal and make the distinction between the two, and thus our inference method, impractical. It turns out, however, that even in the presence of measurement noise we can suggest estimatorsv µα andF µα which are unbiased by the measurement noise and accurately capture the currents and forces, respectively.
Indeed, let us consider a noisy measure y of the system's state x at discrete times t i = i∆t, defined as
where x obeys the dynamics (A1) and η is the measurement noise (which we assume to be of zero average, without loss of generality). We assume this noise to be uncorrelated between different (discrete) time points. Consider first the estimatorF
for the force projection coefficient in the presence of noise (we define, as before,
There are two parts to the error due to measurement noise, one stemming from the noise in the position and the other from the noise in the velocity. We assume here that the former is relatively small, i.e. that we can write
Then the average (over measurement noise) of the estimator for the force projection reads
This second term is a "dangerous" bias, as it diverges with ∆t → 0, which is symptomatic of the influence of measurement noise on force inference. Eq. G2 is thus impractical in this case. In contrast, it is interesting to notice than when doing the same expansion with the velocity projection coefficients, we havev
Now all the dangerous terms in 1/∆t have zero average. Indeed, averaging over the measurement noise,
The reason for these useful cancellations is that by construction, the velocity projection coefficient is odd under time-reversal of the trajectory; in contrast, all moments of the measurement noise are even under time reversal, as it is assumed to be time-uncorrelated. Note that there remains a fluctuating term which is of the order O( Λ/τ ∆t), where Λ is the magnitude of the measurement noise variance. Up to this zero-mean error term, our estimator for the velocity projection coefficients is thus unaffected by measurement noise on time derivatives. To obtain an unbiased estimator for the force, we may use the relation between Itô and Stratonovich integration for a variable x which satisfies the stochastic differential equation (Eq. A1):
We can therefore use for the force estimator
where we have seen thatv µα is unbiased by the noise, and the last term does not include a time derivative of the measurement and so is also under control. Note that both the empirical informationÎ b and the estimated entropy productionŜ b are now biased by the measurement noise, the bias being of order O(1/(τ ∆t)). Thus our treatment of the measurement noise remains incomplete, and if no other method is used to take care of the measurement noise, requires sufficiently large τ as well as not too small time steps ∆t. In addition, if the amplitude of the noise is not small compared to the typical spatial variation of the trajectory then there are additional biases coming from evaluating the projectors at the wrong points.
Appendix H: Model details and simulation parameters for numerical results
Overdamped Langevin simulations
To benchmark our Stochastic Force Inference method, we test it on several simple models of Brownian dynamics. We discretize the overdamped Langevin equation,ẋ µ = F µ + ξ µ , into
where ζ is a vector of independent normal random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Again, the force here includes the mobility matrix: the system is out-of-equilibrium if D −1 F(x) does not derive from a potential, regardless of whether this comes from violations of fluctuation-dissipation relations (such as interacting components at different temperatures), non-reciprocal interactions or the presence of curl in the external force fields. Note that in order to ensure numerical stability of this equation, the interval dt must be sufficiently small, while SFI can accommodate a moderately large value of dt (see Sec. A). We therefore run the simulations at a higher rate than the input for SFI; the value of ∆t indicated in the parameters is that of the SFI input, while the elementary time step used to generate the trajectories is denoted dt. All simulations presented here have an initial state pre-equlibrated.
In the simulations presented in this article, the diffusion matrix is assumed to be known. It can be inferred using standard techniques such as fitting the mean-square displacement as a function of the time interval separating the points; in general, in the strong-noise cases considered in this article, inferring the diffusion coefficient is significantly less demanding than force inference, and results in very little additional error.
2. 2D Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes (Figure 1C, F, G) The first model we benchmark our method on is a 2D process in a linear trap, also known as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. We consider here an anisotropic equilibrium process with isotropic diffusion; we set the diffusion to unity, D µν = δ µν . The force field is F µ = −Ω µν (x ν − x 0 µ ) (black arrows in Fig. 1F ), where we choose
We use a simulation timestep dt = 0.005 and ∆t = 0.1. The trajectory presented in Fig. 1C and analyzed in Fig It is interesting to note that the inferred matrixΩ (Eq. H3) is not symmetric, meaning that the inferred model is out-of-equilibrium (it exhibits phase space cycling). This does not, however, result in significant entropy production. Indeed, the inferred entropy produced is∆S = 0.4k B .
In Fig 1G of 
; the average self-consistent estimate of this error N b /2Î b (green solid curve), and the asymptotic convergence to N b /2τ C b , i.e. the actual information per degree of freedom (black dashed line). These quantities match quantitatively in the long trajectory limit, as predicted from our analytical reasoning (Sec. C). Interestingly, in the regime where there is little information available in the trajectory, our self-consistent formula reliably predicts a relative error of order 1, consistent with the fact that there is no signal.
6D circulating Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes (Figure 1D, E, H-K)
The next example we use to test SFI is another Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with force F µ = −Ω µν (x ν − x 0 µ ), but this time with several complications: it is high-dimensional (d = 6), with anisotropic diffusion and trapping, and such that we exert a torque in a given plane. We challenge our method by applying it to the short trajectories displayed in Fig. 1D in the main text, and even further in Fig. 1E in the presence of strong measurement noise.
More precisely, we generate the diffusion matrix using a d×d random matrix M with Gaussian centered independent variables: we define
T , where we choose an anisotropy coefficient α = 0.5. This definition ensures that D is symmetric and positive definite, with a controlled degree of anisotropy. Next, we choose the matrix Ω as a sum of a symmetric part and an antisymmetric part Ω = S + A. The symmetric part is chosen according to the same law as D, but with an independent choice of the random matrix M. The antisymmetric part A is constructed by choosing two random unit vectors u and v, isotropically on the 6-dimensional sphere and orthogonal to each other, according to
2, where T = 3 controls the torque applied in this system in the (u 0 , v 0 ) plane.
All in all, these arbitrary definitions are an essentially irrelevant method to obtain sufficiently complicated and generic parameters for our model. In this figure, we employ the following parameters: Fig. 1E has N samples = 400 points, and the three plots correspond to three projections of the same trajectory, respectively (from left to right) along directions (x 1 , x 2 ), (x 3 , x 4 ) and (x 5 , x 6 ).
In Fig. 1H , we present the results of SFI at linear order (b = {1, x µ }) for the specific trajectory displayed in 1E.
The inferred parameters are: with a squared relative error of 0.15. We show in Fig. 2H a 2D -slice of the inferred force field (blue) and the exact force field (black). This slice is chosen as the plane of maximal inferred torque, i.e. corresponding to the maximum eigenvalues of the antisymmetric part ofΩ µν =F µαB −1/2 αν , where the projection basis is b = {x µ − x µ } andB −1/2 αν is the passage matrix from the orthonormal projection basisĉ α to the original basis b µ (Eq. C6). This plane is described by two orthogonal vectors (u, v). In Fig 1J, we present the statistics of the angular error in this cycle detection. This angular error is defined as
are the vectors spanning the plane of circulation in the original force field, as described above. This error is equal to 0.28 for the trajectory presented in Fig 1D , and decays to zero as δ ∼ τ −1 with increasing trajectory length, as the inferred matrixΩ converges to Ω. Fig   1K shows the statistics of the de-biased entropy production,Ŝ − 2N b /τ . Measurement noise. In Fig 1E, we present the same trajectories as in Fig 1D, with an added challenge to force detection: a strong "measurement noise", i.e. a time-uncorrelated error on the input data x µ . We model such noise by adding Gaussian white noise to each coordinate of x µ , with standard deviation equal to 0.5 (half the standard deviation of the data). In the presence of such time-uncorrelated noise, the estimate ofẋ becomes strongly noisy, and we have to used the modified estimator forF µα , Eq. G11. With this estimator, we infer: with a squared relative error of 0.35 onF µα and an angular error on cycle detection of 0.45. Note that we do not propose in this article an estimate of the bias on the entropy production due to such measurement noise, nor a self-consistent estimate of the error on the force in this case. In the long trajectory limit, our calculated entropy production slightly underestimates the actual entropy production, due to "blurring" of the currents: as the position cannot be resolved perfectly due to the noise, a part of the details of the pdf, and hence of the currents, is lost. In Figure 2A , we study the case of a 2D stochastic process with circulation in a nonlinear force field, using Stochastic Force Inference with a polynomial basis at different orders. The force field we use is:
which is a non-polynomial force field, i.e. it cannot be captured exactly in our choice of basis. We use isotropic diffusion with D = 1. We simulate this process with ∆t = 0.02 and dt = 0.002; the trajectory in Fig 2A has N samples = 4096. We perform SFI on the trajectory at orders n = 1, 3, 5 in Figs. 2C,E,G; note that as the force field is odd under reversal X → −X, the even orders in the polynomial expansion do not contribute to it (as apparent in the n-dependency of the capacity in Fig 1I) . The bootstrapped trajectories presented on the right column of Fig 2C, E,G are obtained using the inferred projected force field,F µαĉα (x), to simulate new trajectories with the same starting point, τ , dt and ∆t as the original trajectory.
In Fig 2I, we present the capacity C n and entropy productionṠ n captured by the projection of a long trajectory with N samples = 10 6 onto polynomials of order n. Interestingly, all the entropy production seems to be captured by the n = 1 approximation; this means that the linear forcing (torque) exerted does not significantly couple to the nonlinear part of the force. In contrast, the capacity monotonically increases with n, consistent with the fact that the force field is non-polynomial. Figure 2B, D, F, H, J) Our second nonlinear process is a stochastic variant of a popular model for dynamical systems, the Lorenz system [21] . Its 3D Brownian dynamics is described by the force field F x = s(y − x) ; F y = rx − y − zx ; F z = xy − bz (H8)
Lorenz process (
In our simulations, we employ the parameters r = 10, s = 3 and b = 1. Diffusion is isotropic with D = 1. We use ∆t = dt = 0.02, and the trajectory in Fig 2B has N samples = 2 12 . All images of trajectories are in the (xz) plane. It should be noted that this force field is polynomial of order 2, implying that it can be fully captured by the order n = 2 of our polynomial expansion. Indeed, with polynomial SFI at orders 2 and 3 (Fig 2F,H) we capture precisely the force field, and bootstrapped trajectories are very similar to the original data. As apparent in Fig 2J , the order n = 1 approximation only captures a fraction of the capacity and entropy production. Interestingly, the order n = 2 contains the whole capacity, but does not capture the full entropy production, as there are nonzero exchange terms with higher order moments (corresponding to the fact that the logarithm of the pdf is not itself a polynomial). The last system studied in this article corresponds to a model of self-propelled Brownian particles, mimicking in a somewhat realistic manner experimental systems such as studied in Refs. [22, 23] . Specifically, we simulate N particles = 25 self-propelled 2D particles, each characterized by its coordinates x and orientation θ. These particles interact through soft repulsive pair interactions f (r) between particles at distance r, are self-propelled towards the direction θ at velocity v, and are harmonically confined with strength ω: the force exerted on particle i is thus
where r ij = x j − x j . The angle θ is freely diffusing (note that we could include alignment interactions in this model).
In our simulations we use f (r) = 1/(r 2 + 1), ω = 0.2, v = 1, isotropic diffusion with D = 1 in spatial coordinates and angular diffusion with D θ = 0.1. We use a large sampling time step ∆t = 0.5, while the simulation step is dt = 0.01. The number of frames for our study is very limited, N frames = 100, with significant positional and angular measurement noise (on both x, y and θ with standard deviation 0.4). These limitations are chosen to mimic those of experimental data.
Symmetrization of the forces. Each of the 25 particles being characterized by three degrees of freedom, the phasespace of this system is 75-dimensional, making any "brute-force" approximation of the force field in phase space hopeless: even a simple form such a linear polynomial (which would be a terrible approximation of Eq. H9) would have 5700 variables. Here we propose to use a more subtle projection basis, making use of the invariance of the force field when exchanging two particles. More precisely, instead of using a projection basis b α ({x i } i=1..N particles ) that depends on each phase space coordinate in an explicit way, we will project on symmetrized functions b α (x i , {x j } j =i ) that consider the interaction between one particle i and all others, regardless of the identity of i. The projected force field thus consists in an approximation of the force on any particle i as
where, crucially, the projection coefficient F µα and the projector c α are independent of the identity of i. This drastically reduces the number of degrees of freedom of our approximation: now the data on each particle contributes to the inference of the same coefficients F µα , and thus a large number of particles actually facilitates force inference. These additional symmetry constraints on the projection do not fit strictly speaking in the framework developed in the rest of this article. Specifically, the orthonormalization of the projector is now performed with an additional average over all particles:
c α =B αβ b β withB αβ = 1 τ N particles i dt b α (x i (t), {x j (t)} j =i ) b β (x i (t), {x j (t)} j =i )
and all integrals are adapted accordingly; for instance, the Itô integral for the force projection now readŝ F µα = 1 τ N particles i t (x i,µ (t + ∆t) − x i,µ (t))ĉ α (x i (t), {x j (t)} j =i )
with ∆t the time step.
